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Description

Method for the ordering and consignment of goods

The invention concerns a method for the ordering and consignment of goods, wherein the

client sends a buying order over an electronic network to an online-provider who registers and

stores the buying order.

According to the state of the art, the online-provider needs a very large warehouse stock with

a broad range of goods from which the ordered goods can be obtained and assembled with

invoices, client information, cover letter, etc., packed with labels which contain the address

data, and then are dispatched. The printed data, packaging material and labels are realized in

the layout of the corresponding online-provider. With such a large variety, a huge, always

filled, warehouse is quite expensive and requires a large inventory stock which is binding

monetary resources so that the cost efficiency of the online merchant is no longer guaranteed.

To reduce the large stock of goods, the online-provider activates electronic orders based on

the incoming buying orders at the corresponding manufacturers/suppliers. They then produce

the ordered goods according to requirements or withdraw the goods from a warehouse with

the limited delivery profile. Then the goods are packed neutrally and sent to the client at the

online-provider. A desired shipment by the online-provider with invoices, cover letter, client

information, packaging material, and labels of the online-provider in his layout cannot be

realized by the respective manufacturer/supplier.

An object of the invention is set out in claim 1 and is to work out a method for the ordering

and consignment of goods with the assistance of an online-provider with which the goods

ordered by the client with the printed data, like for example, invoice, cover letter, information,

etc., and on demand packaging material in the layout of the online-provider, can be delivered

inexpensively to the client, even if the goods are not in stock at the online-provider.

After completion of the printing orders, the data in the envelopes with the respective

identification key for the buying order is sent to a service center. The goods in neutral

packaging material, where the identification key for the buying order is also located, are

shipped to this service center by the manufacturers or suppliers. Afterwards, the goods are
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assembled with the associated printed data according to an identification key, completed in

the online-provider-layout for shipment, and sent to the client.

In an advantageous design, packaging paper is printed in the online-provider-layout in the

printing center and sent to the service-center.

It is also advantageous to apply the identification key in machine-readable form, for example

as bar code, so that the identification with the corresponding bar code readers can be realized

fast and inexpensively. Apart from or additionally, the identification key can be manually

applied in human readable form, so that semi-automatic solutions can be realized, in particular

for an operation without a bar code reader in case interference with the bar code readers is

possible.

With this procedure, it is possible to inexpensively deliver goods to the client, ordered at the

online-provider, with data like invoices, additional information, cover letter, labels in the

online-provider layout, i.e. even if the goods are not in stock at the online-provider but are

ordered at different manufacturers/suppliers.

Below, the invention is disclosed by way of an example embodiment.

It is shown:

FIG 1 the procedure course in a schematic disclosure.

The client 1 places a buying order at his internet-access according to FIG 1, and sends it

to an online-provider 2 with the name STYLE.com. There, the buying order is registered and

stored via allocation of an identification key. Then a printing order to the fast laser color

printer of one or more labels for the online-provider 2, the labels having receiver address

according to order, an invoice, a delivery note as well as a cover letter, information material

and corresponding packaging paper in the online-provider layout 2 is sent over an electronic

network to a printing center 4. The digital data requested for the printing order as well as the

digital data for the identification key of the buying order are included in the electronic

printing order.
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The data 4.1 printed on a fast color laser printer is then sent in an appropriately addressed

envelope to a service center 5 with an E-commerce section or annex. This envelope further

contains the identification code of the buying order as a bar code and in a human readable

form. The envelope can therefore be assigned to the respective buying order by a bar code

reader as well as by the personnel.

Apart from the printing order, the online-provider 2 also activates an electronic ordering

process at one or several manufacturers or suppliers 3. This order includes data concerning

the identification key of the buying order. After the production or preparation of the goods,

they are packed neutrally whereby the packaging material is also provided with the

identification key in bar code and human readable form. The neutrally packed package 3.1 is

addressed accordingly and sent to the service center 5 with the e-commerce section. There

the printed data is assigned to the goods by the applied identification keys on the

packaging/envelopes and the preparation for shipment occurs, i.e. the printing material is

attached, the final packing takes place, if requested in corresponding online-provider,

packaging paper and the provider labels are applied with the receiver addresses. Finally, the

package(s) 5.1 are sent according to the buying order to the client (activator of the buying

order).
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The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. A method for the ordering and consignment of goods, at which the client (1)

sends a buying order over an electronic network to an online-provider who

registers and stores the buying order, comprising the steps of:

00 transmitting to one or several manufacturers or suppliers an order by

IDthe online-provider corresponding to the buying order over the electronic

,I network, with digital data for an identification key to identify the buying order in

l0 which a service center is indicated as the place of delivery,

producing and/or preparing the ordered goods in a neutral packaging

material provided with the identification key and shipping the ordered goods to

the service-center 

sending instruction over an electronic network to a printing-center (4)

for printing one or several labels of the online-provider with a receiver

address, and for printing information material and packaging paper in an online-

provider layout, in accordance with the buying order, with required digital data

for the buying order, and with the digital data for the identification key to

identify the buying order as well as for mailing of the printed data in an

envelope provided with the associated identification key to the service-center 

assembling goods in the service-center with the associated printed

data according to the identification key provided on the envelope and

neutral packaging material, preparing for shipment in the online-provider layout,

and shipping the resulting package(s) from the service-center to the

receiver address of the client 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the identification key of the buying

order is applied to the envelope with the printed data, and to the neutral

packaging material of the manufacturer/supplier in a machine-readable and/or

man-readable form.
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O 3. A method for the ordering and consignment of goods, the method being

substantially as herein described with reference to the accompanying drawing.

SDATED this twenty-seventh Day of May, 2005

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

Patent Attorneys for the Applicant

00 SPRUSON FERGUSON

O
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